Letter from the President -3
Dear friends and colleagues from all over the world,
Now it has been 45 days since our GA was held in Pilsen, Czech Republic. We are already
in the intense art season in these last weeks of 2015.
Few weeks ago, I came together with our webteam, to work on a new page design and we
hope to finalize this soon. We took some nice decisions and this new page might bring you
a more clear and transparent vision about what’s happening in the IAA World.
Meanwhile, talking about our website, we must remind you that the most difficult issue, is
not to open a website, but it’s to keep that site alive with a constant flux of news images.
So we kindly ask you to do your best in sending us your best selection of photos together
with the most interesting and relevant news… Those might be issues of artistic, social
clash, any censorship give links to each country’s own website.
As you know also, our main concern now is to save the life of Ashraf Fayadh who is an
artist writer condemned to death in Saudi Arabia. We have already sent you a statement
with an open call for action to the world’s art community. Please keep this issue as your
centre of attention until Fayadh is freed! Please vote actively to save his life through this
link (you can find this link and support him in our Facebook page):
https://secure.avaaz.org/en/petition/Amnesty_international_Save_the_palestinian_poet_a
nd_artist_Ashraf_Fayadh/?tEmeXjb
Our other concern is to make the best possible use of Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
Ms. Oyku Eras, who is the General Assistant of the President’s office in Istanbul, will do
her best to moderate the IAA social media. She has already sent you a detailed email
about that. Her e-mail is iaa.aiap.oykueras@gmail.com . As you know, she is also
conducting our new Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/iaa.aiap.world
Send her your exhibition or life comments, news, studio or artworks as well as any joke or
travel suggestions. You can follow me Twitter too, in order to keep short news and
dialogue alive, as free as birds would do it!
Although I have a personal twitter account have over 182.000 followers, which you are
welcome to follow if you want, we will open a fresh account for our mutual shares, starting
from point 0. The other one is my ongoing dialogue mostly with Turks! So you are
welcome to follow our new twitter account @IaaWorld and start our dialogue and retweet
our shares.
My 'President’s letter number 4' will be about WAD next week.
Wishing you all the best,
Bedri Baykam
World President
IAA/AIAP – Official partner of UNESCO

